KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA GACHIBOWLI
G.P.R.A. CAMPUS HYDERABAD-32
(AN AUTONOMOUS BODY UNDER MHRD, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA).

TEL. NOS. 040-23000261 (O) 23005204 (FAX)
e-mail: kvgachibowli@kvsedu.org website: www.kvgachibowli.edu.in

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
Walk-in-interviews will be conducted to prepare the panel for the following posts for the session 2015-16 purely on Contractual basis at the vidyalaya premises at 9.00 a.m. For Qualifications and other details see our website kvgachibowli.edu.in/contact 040-23000261.

Date of Interview: 28.03.2015

1. Primary Teacher, Music Teacher,
2. Computer Instructor
7. PGT(English/Hindi/Maths/Physics/Chemistry/Biology
   Commerce/ Computer Science/Economics/Commerce)
8. TGT (English/Hindi/Sanskrit/Maths/Science/Art/P&HE, SUPW
9. Yoga Teacher

SD:-
PRINCIPAL